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Characters BooksTop That is an award-winning, independent  
publisher of high-quality children’s books.  
We are proud of every book that we  
publish and we want to share with you, here,  
just a handful of our new and best-selling titles.   

Top That books cater for preschool children  
to tweens and are designed to promote child  
development, enrich relationships, and foster 
creativity and imagination. Using new and  
established illustrators and authors, we publish  
a wide range of innovative titles that are priced 
with affordability and value for money in mind. 

Over 100 million Top That books in print!

To view our full range of titles visit:   
www.topthatpublishing.com/usa
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New Titles
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Specification
Book size: 81/2 in. x 11 in., 24 pp, full color, wipe-clean 
pages, wipe-clean pen, matt lamination and spot UV 
on cover, age 3+ 
SRP: $7.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Introducing key early learning concepts   
 through creative activities.

•  The wipe-clean format is perfect for enjoying 
 again and again.

Wipe Clean Books
Arty Numbers 
Arty Words
Illustrator & Author: Mandy Stanley

Designed to be used again and again, these 
educational, wipe-clean titles teach early learning 
through art. The winning combination of bright, 
colorful illustrations, simple text and fun activities 
will encourage the very young to get to grips with 
first numbers and essential first words.

Early development of simple creative skills is 
proven to give children a head start at school.

Novelty BooksCharacter Books

ISBN: 978-1-78445-858-4
September 2016

ISBN: 978-1-78445-865-2
January 2017

Sticker Doodles Books

Arty Friends 
Arty World
Illustrator & Author: Mandy Stanley

Discover picture-making with these innovative 
sticker doodles titles. Learning how to draw and 
create first animals and much more will be easy 
and fun with the sticker shapes and pen included.

Specification
Book size: 81/2 in. x 11 in., 24 pp, full color, stickers, matt lamination 
and spot UV on cover, age 3+
SRP: $6.99

Unique Selling Points

• Encouraging creative observation and discovery through picture-making.

• Stickers included so preschoolers can get creative straight away.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-864-5
September 2016

ISBN: 978-1-78445-857-7
January 2017
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Specification
Book size: 81/2 in. x 11 in, 192 pp, full color, paperback, matt lamination and spot UV on cover, 
age 3+
SRP: $16.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Packed with creative activities to develop important motor skills for learning to write.

•  Supports the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), which places   
 learning within real-life contexts, and the Common Core States Standards Initiative.

Novelty BooksCharacter BooksCharacter Books

Get ready
to write!

Rainbow birds

Lovable, colorful characters help Arty 
Mouse to spread the creative word.

Geo Stripy
Scribble

SplatSpiro

Dot
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Arty Mouse Creative 
Activity Book
Trace, Copy, Color         
and Cut Activity Book
Illustrator: Mandy Stanley 

Authors: Susie Linn / Joshua George

In this creative art book, packed with 
hundreds of educational activities to 
complete, Arty Mouse and his 
colorful friends introduce the fun of 
picture-making with tracing, copying, 
coloring and cutting–at the same 
developing important motor skills for 
learning to write. Innovative activity fun!

ISBN: 978-1-78445-694-8
September 2016



Creative Kits
Play Clay 
Stamping 
Stencils
Illustrator & Author: Mandy Stanley

In this interactive series, Arty Mouse and 
his colorful friends introduce very young 
children to picture-making, with the concept 
of using basic shapes at the heart of the 
activities within each title. Early learners are 
encouraged to use the components inside 
to complete each colorful scene. Simple text 
perfect for parent-child sharing prompts 
joint exploration, which in turn develops 
confidence and creative independence. 

Specification
Book size: 93/4 in. x 10 in., 12 pp, full color, printed on lightweight wipe-clean board,  
casebound, concealed wiro binding, die-cut window, themed crafting components, age 3+. 
SRP: $16.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Activities designed to encourage creative exploration and develop new skills.

•  Supports the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), which  
     places learning firmly within real-life contexts.

Reusable wipe-clean pages!
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Character Books

ISBN: 978-1-78445-434-0 ISBN: 978-1-78445-436-4

Contains: 11 shaped stampers,  
blue ink pad

Contains: clay in white, purple, red and 
green, modeling tool, die-cut card pieces

Lovable, colorful characters help Arty 
Mouse to spread the creative word.

Rainbow birds

Geo

Stripy
Scribble

SplatSpiro

Dot

ISBN: 978-1-78445-433-3
September 2016

Contains: 4 sheets of stencil shapes,  
3 colored pens



Sticker Fun Activity Books
Adventures 
Playtime 
Illustrators: Dan Crisp / Lauren Ellis  

Authors: Susan Mayes / Oakley Graham

From spaceships, pirates and  
dinosaurs to fairies, princesses 
and mermaids, children will love to 
complete the colorful scenes with 
the hundreds of stickers provided.

Sticker fun  
for everyone!

Perfect for  
holidays,  
travel and 

rainy day fun.

Each title  
contains over 
1,500 stickers!

Novelty Books

ISBN: 978-1-78445-656-6
October 2016 

ISBN: 978-1-78445-655-9
October 2016 

Novelty BooksSticker Books

Specification
Book size: 81/2 in. x 11 in., 168 pp including 12 leaves of stickers,   
full color, paperback, matt lamination and spot UV, age 5+  
SRP: $16.99
 

Unique Selling Point

•  Veteran illustrators Dan Crisp and Lauren Ellis have created colorful         
 designs that will spark young imaginations and inspire creativity.
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Specification
Book size: 81/2 in. x 11 in., 38 pp including 3 leaves of stickers, 
matt lamination and spot gloss UV, full color, paperback, age 7+
SRP: $8.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Very high production values with superior paper stock and special cover finishes.

•  Humor is used to deliver accurate historical information, making learning fun!

Novelty BooksSticker Books

Sticker History
Dinosaurs 
Ice Age 
Ancient Greeks 
Vikings 
Ancient Egyptians 
Ancient Romans
Illustrator: Ed Myer  

Author: Joshua George

From dinosaurs to medieval life, 
each Sticker History title is packed 
full of fascinating facts and fun-filled 
scenes to complete with stickers! 
High-quality production values 
and cover treatments make this series 
a must-have range to stock.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-859-1
September 2016

ISBN: 978-1-78445-860-7
September 2016

UL

Probably the best historical sticker books in the world! 

Each title is crammed with over 150 facts, humorous illustrations and lots of stickers to complete the 
busy scenes. Each title in this brand new series has been researched and written to give a brilliant 

introduction to the most exciting moments in history.

Over 150 facts in each book!



ISBN: 978-1-78445-872-0
January 2017

ISBN: 978-1-78445-867-6
January 2017

ISBN: 978-1-78445-873-7
March 2017

ISBN: 978-1-78445-866-9
March 2017

Novelty BooksSticker Books

The best introductions 
to our past since 

Horrible Histories!

Titles include more pages  
than our main competitors’  

equivalent titles and use  
illustrative and editorial  

humor to deliver historically  
accurate facts–perfect  
for reluctant readers!



Fashion Studio
Dress Up Stylist 
Illustrator: Hannah Wood 

Author: Natalie Lambert

Fashion fans will love to style and dress their own group of press-out models! 
Learn about key fashion styles and trends, then put your knowledge into 
practice with the six press-out models and the range of outfits supplied. Or 
create brand new cool looks with the templates and fashion swatch ideas 
included. Fashion has never been such fun!

• 6 press-out supermodels.
• 200+ clothes items and accessories.

• Fashion history facts and fun.

Thousands of 
different fashion 
combinations to 

create!

Novelty Books

ISBN: 978-1-78445-644-3
September 2016

Activity Books

Specification
Book size: 81/2 in. x 11 in., 48 pp, 6 die-cut sheets, full color, 
paperback, age 8+
SRP: $9.99

Unique Selling Point

•  Encourages creative expression.
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Fashion Studio
Clothes Designer 
Accessories Designer 
Illustrators: Lara Skinner / Chellie Carrol 

Author: Natalie Lambert

Get ready, get steady, get 
designing! These ultimate art 
activity books are packed with 
inspirational ideas and projects 
for aspiring fashionistas. With 
drawing and coloring projects, 
simple step-by-step instructions 
to make gorgeous clothes or 
accessories, and pretty patterned 
papers to use in your projects, 
welcome to the Fashion Studio!

Clothes Designer:
• Over 130 outfits to design and color!

• 8 gorgeous garments to make.
• 92 fashion swatches to customize designs.

Accessory Designer:
• Over 35 accessories collections to design.

• 9 fashion projects to complete.
• 92 fashion swatches to customize designs.

Easy-to-follow 
instructions for 

amazing clothes 
and accessories 

projects!

Novelty Books

ISBN: 978-1-78445-642-9 
September 2016

ISBN: 978-1-78445-643-6 
February 2017

Activity Books

Specification
Book size: 81/2 in. x 11 in., 144 pp (includes 96 pp projects, 48 pp design patterns), full color throughout,  
matt lamination, spot UV and foil on the cover, age 8+
SRP: $12.99

Unique Selling Point

•  Packed with great design projects for tweens and teens.
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Novelty Books

Googley Eye Storybooks 
  I’m Just a Little Sheep 
  I’m Just a Little Pig 
  I’m Just a Little Cow 
  I’m Just a Little Horse 
I’m Just a Little Kitten 
I’m Just a Little Puppy
Illustrators: Barry Green / Charles E. Reasoner / Alexia Orkrania    

Authors: Kate Thomson / Charles E. Reasoner / Eilidh Rose 

Over 1,500,000 copies 
now in print!

ISBN: 978-1-78445-869-0
March 2017

ISBN: 978-1-78445-871-3
March 2017

ISBN: 978-1-78445-870-6
March 2017

ISBN: 978-1-78445-868-3
March 2017

Specification
Book size: 4½ in. x 6¼ in., 12 pp, full color, board books, 
3-D goggle eyes, age 3+.
SRP: $7.99

Unique Selling Point

•  Perfectly-sized for Christmas stockings.

12

3-D googley eyes add fun to the simple, rhyming text in 
these brightly illustrated novelty board books.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-861-4
October 2016

ISBN: 978-1-78445-862-1
October 2016

Shake the book to make 
the googley eyes move! 



Bestselling Titles
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ISBN: 978-1-84666-291-1

Novelty Books

Humorous novelty 
board books with 

massive kid appeal!
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 Large 3-D Eye Storybook

  I’m Just a Crab
Illustrator & Author: Charles E. Reasoner 

An amusing storybook with 3-D goggle eyes tells of an irritable crab’s battle against the tide!

Unique Selling Points

• Fun rhyming text with repetition to help children recall key words. 

• Perfect stocking filler. 

• Charles E. Reasoner has illustrated over 400 children’s books  
      in the US and worldwide. 

Specification
Fish: Book size: 4½ in. x 6¼ in., 12 pp, full color, board books, 3-D googley eyes, age 3+.
SRP: $6.99

Crab: 63/4 in. x 81/4 in., 12 pp, full color, shaped board book, fixed 3-D eyes, age 3+. 
SRP:  $9.99

ISBN: 978-1-84666-155-6

Googley Eye Storybooks 

  I’m Just a Fish
Illustrator & Author: Charles E. Reasoner 

3-D goggle eyes add fun to the simple, rhyming tale about a fish that imagines being 
other sea creatures.



Novelty BooksNovelty Books

Let’s Learn Pull-the-Tab
First Words 
Counting 
Illustrator: Steph Hinton  

Author: Oakley Graham

Young children will find learning new 
concepts easy and fun with these interactive 
titles. The pull-the-tab format is a perfect 
way to enourage discussion and discovery 
and makes these books ideal for  
parent-child sharing.

Specification
Book size: 6 in. x 10¼ in., 12 pp, full color,  
casebound with pull out tabs, age 3+.  
SRP: $8.99 

Unique Selling Points 

•  Interactive pull-the-tab format makes learning easy and fun. 

•  Each title contains key pre-K words.

Pull-the-tab format  
encourages discovery  

and learning.
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ISBN: 978-1-78445-440-1 ISBN: 978-1-78445-439-5



I Can Books
I Can Tie my Own Shoes
Illustrator: Barry Green 

Author: Oakley Graham

The clear, easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and included 
shoelace make learning to tie shoes both easy and fun.

I Can Tell the Time
Illustrator: Barry Green    

Author: Kate Thomson

An innovative title which makes learning to tell the time fun. An in-built practice clock ensures 
children learn while they play and will be telling the time before they know it!

ISBN: 978-1-78244-824-2

ISBN: 978-1-78244-825-9

Rhyming text, illustrated step-by-step instructions, shoelace and clock mechanisms will 
help children to master key life skills in this series.

Specification
Closed book size: 6 in. x 8½ in., open book size: 19 in. x 6 in., 12 pp, full color,  
integral clock mechanism or shoelace, casebound, age 4+.
SRP: $7.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Educational value—children will master key life skills.

•  Interactive format makes learning easy.

Novelty Books
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Turn-and-Learn Books
123 Dreams
Illustrator: Alexia Orkrania 
Author: Oakley Graham
 
ABC Dreams
Illustrator & Author: Mr. Henry Fisher
 
Early learning concepts are introduced in  
these innovative turn-and-learn books.  
The interactive wheels emphasize the sound 
of letters and words or highlight numbers and 
counting, encouraging young children to learn 
key math and literacy skills.

ISBN: 978-1-78244-534-0

ISBN: 978-1-78244-535-7

“Wonderfully dreamy and  
fantastical illustrations.” 

Lovereading4Kids

Specification
Book size: 7½ in. x 7½ in., 12 pp, 5 rotating wheels, full color, casebound, age 3+.
SRP: $7.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Educational value—encourages new and emerging readers to learn vital skills.

•  Interactive rotating wheels make learning fun. 

Novelty Books

These titles support the Common  
Core State Standards Initiative.

17



All titles include  
integral 3-D  
characters.

Five Little Counting Books 
Fishes           
Ducklings 
Penguins
Illustrator: Marcin Piwowarski 

Author: Sally Hopgood

Children will love to read these 
amusing, rhyming tales, and watch 
in delight as a cute little character 
disappears from the scene each 
time a page is turned. The bright, 
friendly illustrations and simple 
rhyming text in these interactive 
counting books ensure that these 
titles are destined to become firm 
favorites for new and  
emerging readers.

ISBN: 978-1-84956-659-9
 

ISBN: 978-1-84956-658-2
 

ISBN: 978-1-84956-661-2
 

Novelty Books
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Specification
Book size: 8 in. x 7¼ in., 10pp, full color throughout, casebound, integral 3-D
characters, age 3+.
SRP: $7.99

Unique Selling Points

• Illustrated by Marcin Piwowarski, an abstract painter and illustrator of over 250 widely-known children’s books. 

• Perfect for pre-K learning—promotes numeracy. 

• Supports Common Core State Standards Initiative.  

• Ideal gift/baby shower present.



Perfect for  
pre-K learning!

Teaches children 
about animals living 

in the world  
around them.

ISBN: 978-1-84666-356-7 ISBN: 978-1-84666-167-9

ISBN: 978-1-84956-675-9ISBN: 978-1-84956-676-6

Specification
Book size: 8 in. x 8 in., 12 pp, full color, 5 (two-sided) pull-out panels, foil accents,
casebound board book, age 3+. 
SRP:  $9.99

Unique Selling Points

• Educates young readers about the animals’ environment. 

• More than 200,000 copies sold worldwide. 

• Foil accents provide an added dimension to the lively spreads.

Sparkling Slide Nature Books 
Rainforest Wonders    
Ocean Wonders               
Safari Wonders                
Arctic Wonders
Illustrator: Hannah Wood 

Authors: Erin Ranson / Oakley Graham

Young children will enjoy  
learning about animals with 
these beautifully illustrated 
books. Each title has five  
(two-sided) pull-out panels 
which answer the questions that 
are posed on each page. 

Novelty Books

Magical foil  
accents on 
each slider 
and cover!
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Novelty BooksNovelty Books

Lift-the-Flap & 
Pull-Tab Books
Who Lives in the Ocean? 
Who Lives in the Zoo? 
Who Lives on the Farm?
Illustrators: Katy Frost / Nicola Moore 

Authors: Kate Thomson / Eilidh Rose

Lift-the-flaps and pull-tabs  
encourage young children to learn  
about the natural world. There’s  
interactive fun on every page!

Specification
Overall size: 9½ in. x 6½ in., 5 spreads, full color, casebound, 
lift-the-flaps and pull-tabs on every page, age 3+. 
SRP: $9.99 

Unique Selling Point 

•  Robust mechanisms and hardback format are perfect for little hands.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-370-1 ISBN: 978-1-78244-832-7
 

ISBN: 978-1-78244-831-0
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Novelty BooksNovelty Books

In My Bed Books
In my Little Princess Bed 
In my Little Pirate Bed
Illustrator: Caroline Williams 

Authors: Kate Thomson / Eilidh Rose

In my Little Fairy Bed 
In my Little Elf Bed
Illustrator: Amanda Gulliver 

Author: Oakley Graham

The appealing plush faces of each little boy 
and girl will entice children to discover just 
how many toys have been hidden beneath 
the covers of these delightful counting books.

Specification
Book size: 5 in. x 83/4 in., 24 pp, full color, soft plush characters, padded cover, casebound board book, age 3+.  
SRP:  $8.99 

Unique Selling Point 

•  Educational value—teaches counting from 1-10.

21

ISBN: 978-1-78244-157-1

ISBN: 978-1-78445-382-4

ISBN: 978-1-78244-156-4

ISBN: 978-1-78445-381-7



Hand Puppet Books 
Sneaky Snappy Mr Croc
Sneezy Wheezy Mr Shark
Illustrator: Barry Green 

Author: Kate Thomson

Comedic text prompts the grown-up 
reader to use the hand 
puppets contained within these         
raucous novelty storybooks.

Novelty Books

Over 500,000  
hand puppet books 

sold worldwide!

• Included hand puppet is featured on every spread—encourages interactive participation between child and reader. 

• Playful, amusing text with bright, friendly illustrations. 

Specification
Book size: 8 in. x 8 in. 10 pp, full color, plush hand puppet, casebound board book, age 3+. 
SRP:  $9.99 

Unique Selling Points

ISBN: 978-1-78244-618-7 ISBN: 978-1-78244-619-4

Perfect for  
interactive, noisy  

storytime fun!
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Press Out & Build Model with Storybook
A day on the Farm
Illustrator: Olive May Green (aka Steph Hinton) 

Author: Sally Hopgood

When Panda, Fox and Donkey agree to help a farmer, they learn 
all about life on a farm, from shearing sheep and milking cows, to 
learning how apples grow!

This Learning Journeys title is a fun way to introduce children to 
thinking about food and farming, and the press-out-and-build 
tractor makes for interactive storytime fun.

Specification
Book size: 10 in. x 10 in., 16 pp, full color, casebound, 8 pp die-cut card play pieces to 
make model tractor, age 3+ (adult supervision recommended) 
SRP: $14.99 

Unique Selling Points 

•  Learning Journeys titles are perfect for emerging readers,  
      and for parent-chlld sharing.  

•  Easy-to-assemble model of a tractor  
      makes a great room decoration.

AWAITING SPREAD

Assembled model size:  
8 in. x 41/3 in. x 7 in.

No scissors  

or glue  

required!

ISBN: 978-1-78445-637-5
 

Novelty BooksPress Out & Build



Specification
Book size: 10 in. x 10 in., 16 pp, full color, casebound, 8 pp die-cut card play pieces to  
make school bus model, age 3+ (adult supervision recommended) 
SRP: $14.99 

Unique Selling Points 

•  Supports Common Core State Standards learning objectives. 

•  A perfect title to help parents prepare their child for starting at school.

Press Out & Build Model with Storybook

A day at School 
Illustrator: Olive May Green (aka Steph Hinton) 

Author: Oakley Graham

Join Panda, Fox and Donkey as they go on a learning 
journey and experience their first day at school. Despite 
feeling nervous, the three friends soon learn that they have 
nothing to fear as they immerse themselves in lots of exciting 
new lessons and fun activities. This is a perfect title for 
starting school and includes a press-out-and-build model of 
a school bus, for extended storytime fun.

Learning Journeys books gently 
introduce new places and 
experiences and promote a greater 
understanding of the world.

No 
scissors 
or glue 

required!

Assembled model size: 
82/3 in. x 31/2 in. x 7 in.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-638-2 
 

Novelty BooksPress Out & Build
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Novelty BooksPress Out & Build
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Specification
Book size: 10 in. x 10 in., 16 pp, full color, casebound, 8 pp die-cut card  
play pieces, age 3+ (adult supervision recommended).  
SRP: $14.99 

Unique Selling Points 

•  Illustrator, Ben Mantle, worked extensively in animation, including  
      Tim Burton’s “The Corpse Bride,” before moving into illustration. 

• Encourages imagination and creative play.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-380-0

Press Out & Build  
Model and Storybook
Treasure Island
Illustrator: Ben Mantle 

Author: Karen King

Follow Pirate Pete’s swashbuckling 
adventure to find an island filled with 
treasure. Then press out the pieces 
and build a treasure island scene to 
bring the story to life!



Specification
Box size: 11¼ in. x 8¾ in. x 1½ in., book size: 6½ in. x 9½ in.,  
24 pp including cover, full color, paperback, hardback box outer,  
20 sheets of full color die-cut card to make original pirate galleon model, age: adult.
SRP: $19.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Completed model makes a great display or conversation piece.

•  A perfect gift for modelers of any age.

Press Out & Build Gift Box

Pirate Ship
Author: Nat Lambert 

Book illustrators: Robert Nicholls / Neil Reed 

Model illustrator: Mike Spoor 

Model makers: Sally Hopgood / Gary Kings

Press out and build your very own full color 
pirate ship! Follow the simple instructions 
to slot together the colorful die-cut card 
pieces, and you will soon have a galleon 
that looks ready to sail the seven seas.  
Includes templates to make sails for your 
ship, a fearsome pirate crew, and a 24-
page pirate reference book, packed with 
piratical facts!
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Novelty BooksPress Out & Build

Includes a 24-page  
pirate reference book!

Finished full color pirate ship  
model measures 23 in. x 24 in.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-275-9 
No scissors  or glue  required!



No scissors or  
glue required!

Novelty BooksPress Out & Build
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Press Out & Build Gift Box

3-D Shark Attack!
Illustrator: Mark Smith  

Model maker: Gary Kings 

Author: Nat Lambert

Press out and build an impressive  
3-D shark attack wall decoration that  
will look great in any child’s bedroom. 
When the model is complete, turn to  
the included reference book to learn  
all about one of the ocean’s most  
fearsome predators.

Specification
Box size: 11¼ in. x 8¾ in. x 1½ in., book size: 6½ in. x 9½ in., 24 pp including cover, full color, paperback, hardback box 
outer, sheets of die-cut card to make original 3-D wall model, age 7+ (adult help required).  
SRP: $14.99 

Unique Selling Points 

•  The sturdy 3-D wall model makes the topic come alive! 

•  Reference book packed full of amazing facts and shark profiles adds educational value.

Includes 

shark 

reference 

book!

Wall art measures:
15 in. x 15 in. x 12 in. ISBN: 978-1-78244-973-7



Magnetic Play and Learn 
Counting with Pirates 
Colors in the Princess Palace 
Opposites with Animals
Illustrators: Dan Crisp / Lauren Ellis 

Author: Joshua George

These three new Magnetic Play and Learn 
titles combine magnet fun with colorful 
themed scenes by Dan Crisp and Lauren 
Ellis to make learning key concepts easy!

Children aged 3+ will love finding the correct 
magnets to complete each scene as they 
learn about counting, colors and opposites.

Magnetic Play and Learn titles support early 
years learning objectives and include a 
compartment so the magnetic play pieces 
can be safely stored when the book is not 
in use. 

Specification

Overall book size: 8 in. x 9½ in., page size 8 in. x 6½ in., 10 pp, full color, 
shaped magnets, casebound with magnetic pages, age 3+. 
SRP: $9.99 

Unique Selling Points 

•  Around 30 shaped magnetic pieces in each title. 

•  Vibrant, fun artwork make these titles stand out from the crowd.

Over 5 million 
magnetic titles  

in print.

Learning key concepts is fun with 
these magnetic titles.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-646-7
 

ISBN: 978-1-78445-645-0
 

ISBN: 978-1-78445-648-1
 

Magnetic Books
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Magnetic Dressing Up 
Fairies
Author: Nat Lambert

Dress the beautiful fairies by 
placing the magnetic clothes 
and accessories onto the 
magnetic pages. Enchanting 
illustrations and simple text 
encourage creative fun and 
imaginative play.

Princesses
Author: Nat Lambert

Meet nine beautiful 
princesses and help 
them to get dressed for 
a magical ball using 
the magnetic clothes 
and accessories! An 
enchanting magnetic 
book for little girls!

ISBN: 978-1-78244-798-6 

ISBN: 978-1-78244-799-3  
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Magnetic Books

Specification

Overall size: 8 in. x 9½ in. x ½ in., page size: 8 in. x 6½ in., 10 pp, full color,  
shaped magnets, casebound with magnetic pages, age 3+.
SRP: $9.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Over 25 magnetic clothes and accessories.

•  Fairy and princess themes continuously popular worldwide.                   

•  Multi-million-selling magnetic book format. 



Magnetic Storybooks
Preschool Pirates 
Fairy Magic!
Illustrators: Maxine Lee / Amanda Enright 

Author: Ellie Patterson

Storytime receives a magnetic makeover in these titles from our multi-million-selling 
magnetic range. Ellie Patterson’s humorous tales leap from the pages with help from 
talented artists, Maxine Lee and Amanda Enright.

ISBN: 978-1-78244-827-3

ISBN: 978-1-78244-875-4
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Magnetic Books

Specification

Overall size: 8 in. x 9½ in. x ½ in., page size: 8 in. x 6½ in., 10 pp, full color, shaped magnets,  
casebound with magnetic pages, age 3+.
SRP: $9.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Magnet placement enhances hand-eye coordination skills.              

•  Book format includes magnet storage compartment so play pieces can be neatly stored.



Over 1 million  
copies sold in the US!

Magnetic Story and Playscene  
Let’s Build, Wild Animals, 
Under the Sea, On the Farm
Illustrator: Barry Green     

Author: Erin Ranson

Four exciting themes help to promote interactive play and the association of words with 
images. Simple text guides the child to find the correct magnets to complete each page, 
then all the colorful magnets can be used together on the fold-out playscene.

ISBN: 978-1-84666-093-1

ISBN: 978-1-84666-087-0

ISBN: 978-1-84666-091-7 ISBN: 978-1-84666-089-4

Specification
Overall size: 8 in. x 91/2 in x 1/2 in., page size: 8 in. x 6½ in., playscene size: 235/8 in. x 61/2 in., 
8 pp, full color, shaped magnets, casebound with magnetic pages, age 3+.  
SRP:  $9.99

Unique Selling Points

• Durable playscene folds out from the back of the book. 

• 24 themed magnets included in a compartment at the top of the book. 

• Stimulates learning through interactive play. 

Magnetic Books

Giant playscene for creative play.
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ISBN: 978-1-84229-740-7ISBN: 978-1-84229-739-1

ISBN: 978-1-84666-774-9ISBN: 978-1-84666-776-3

ISBN: 978-1-84666-775-6

ISBN: 978-1-84666-852-4

Step-by-Step Drawing 
How to Draw 101...
Illustrators: Dan Green and Barry Green

Simple step-by-step line  
illustrations make it easy for  
children to draw with confidence. 
Each title contains 101 different 
images in all manner of shapes, 
sizes and poses.

Over 2 million copies 
sold worldwide!

Specification
Book size: 81/2 in. x 11 in., 48 pp, full color cover, black and white text, paperback, age 5+.  
SRP:  $4.99 

Unique Selling Points

• 101 step-by-step pictures to draw in each title— 
      builds a child’s confidence in drawing and art skills. 

• Illustrated by father and son duo. 

• Draw themed characters by following six illustrated steps. 

Activity Books
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ISBN: 978-1-78244-613-2ISBN: 978-1-78244-611-8 ISBN: 978-1-78244-612-5

ISBN: 978-1-84229-742-1
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How to Draw
How to Draw Things for Girls!
How to Draw Stuff for Boys!
How to Draw Dinosaurs & 
Other Cool Stuff!
Author: Nat Lambert 

Illustrator: Barry Green

Step-by-step instructions guide young 
artists on how to draw 404 themed 
characters. These titles develop visual 
skills—simply copy a basic shape, 
look to the next box to see what has 
been added, then copy it.

Specification
Book size: 8½ in. x 11 in., 192 pp, black and white, full color cover, paperback, age 5+.

SRP: $12.99

Unique Selling Points

•   Develops visual and coordination skills—simply copy a basic shape, look to the next box to see 
what has been added, then copy it.

•  404 step-by-step pictures to draw in each title.

ISBN: 978-1-78445-273-5 ISBN: 978-1-78445-272-8

ISBN: 978-1-78445-274-2

Activity Books



Activity Books

Creative Art Activity Binder 

501 Things to Draw
Step-by-step instructions guide young artists on how to draw 501  
characters across eight different themes. Each theme is separated by  
durable dividers so it’s easy to flick between each section. This title  
develops visual skills—simply copy a basic shape, look to the next box  
to see what has been added, then copy it.

ISBN: 978-1-84666-970-5

Over 1 million art activity binders sold worldwide!

Specification
Book size: 91/2 in. x 111/2 in., 256 pp, 8 x 32 pp, full color dividers with tabs,  
full color cover, black and white text, casebound folder with spiral binding, age 5+.  
SRP:  $24.95

Unique Selling Points

• Robust hardback folder format with eight sections. 

• 501 themed illustrations to copy and draw. 

• Lies flat. 
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Junior Puzzle Books

Brain Workout

Brain Busting Workout 
Illustrator: Barry Green

Author: Nat Lambert

Children will love these puzzle 
books, packed full of tricky teasers 
to solve! With hundreds of great 
games, tricky tests and puzzling 
problems, young puzzle-solvers 
will be entertained for hours!

ISBN: 978-1-78244-829-7

Specification
Book size: 8½ in. x 11 in., 192 pp, full color cover, black and white text, paperback, age 7+.
SRP: $12.99

Unique Selling Points

•  Hundreds of puzzles to amuse and entertain young minds. 

•  Perfect for school vacations, long journeys or rainy days.
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ISBN: 978-1-78445-271-1



Specification 
Book size: 8½ in. x 11 in., 224 pp, full color cover, 2 color interiors, paperback, age 9+. 
SRP: $12.99 

Unique Selling Point 

•  All Brain Candy titles are super fun, so learning doesn’t seem like learning at all.

Brain Candy

Puzzle Quest 
Puzzle Games
Illustrators: Assorted 

Authors: Assorted

Brain Candy titles have been carefully created 
to supplement school education in the home 
and will help to build confidence and lateral 
thinking capabilities!

Designed for children age 9 and up, our 
books include puzzles that will help to 
develop literacy, numeracy, language 
comprehension, world knowledge and 
problem-solving skills. 

Over 300  puzzles to feed young brains in each book!

ISBN: 978-1-78445-548-4
 

ISBN: 978-1-78445-547-7
 

Activity Books
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Recent Group Awards and Accolades  

Top That is part of the Tide Mill Media group comprising 
Loved By Kids, Playcreate Media and Imagine That.

Princess Pirates

Production Ethics
Top That is committed to being a responsible 
trading partner with its suppliers, ensuring that 
all books and gift products are produced in a 
manner that adheres to internationally recognised 
labour principles and laws.  

We are constantly monitoring the development 
of new production processes that have an 
improved performance regarding their impact 
on the environment, and seek to include these 
advances in our products. Our paper does not 
come from pulp sourced from illegal loggers and, 
where appropriate, we use recycled paper or FSC 
approved paper subject to client requirements.

All titles licensed exclusively to Top That Publishing Ltd. 
Copyright © 2016 Tide Mill Media.

Loved By Kids Story Station

Hattie Peck - Finalist

The Return of the Jabberwock 
- Finalist

Independent Publisher of the Year Loved By Kids Story Station

Steph Hinton Novelty Books

Safety First
At Top That the issue of safety is taken very 
seriously. It is our aim to be proactive by liaising 
with governing bodies. We have excellent 
relationships with international testing houses. 
We also have a dedicated full-time Technical 
Manager, who undertakes and documents full 
risk assessments on all components included 
with our titles. After evaluation and where 
appropriate, the components will be tested to the 
ASTM and CPSIA standards. We have an ethical 
sourcing policy.


